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Abstract

A coupled core-mantle evolution model that combines a global heat balance in the core with a fully dynamic
thermo-chemical mantle convection model is developed to investigate the thermal evolution of the core over the 4.5
Gyr of Earth history. The heat balance in the core includes gravitational energy release, latent heat release and
compositional convection associated with inner core growth. In the mantle convection model, compositional
variations, plate-like behavior, phase changes and melting-induced differentiation are included. For mantle
compositional variations, three idealized situations are considered: no variations (isochemical), variations resulting
from a layered initial condition, and variations resulting from melting-induced differentiation from a homogeneous
start. Only models whose thermal evolution satisfies three criteria are judged to be ‘successful’, with the criteria based
on: (1) the radius of the inner core, (2) the heat flux through the core-mantle boundary (CMB), and (3) the heat flux
through the surface. The radius of the inner core is the strictest criterion of these three. Models with an isochemical
mantle fail because the inner core becomes much larger than the current size of the inner core. The final inner core
radius is quite sensitive to mantle chemical buoyancy ratio. Models that fully satisfy all three criteria have a 1.5^2%
compositional density difference, and either initial layering or compositional layering generated from melt-induced
differentiation. These results imply that the heat flux buffering effect of a compositionally-dense layer in the deep
mantle may be required to explain the thermal evolution of the core, when the heat flux through the CMB is
calculated using a fully dynamical mantle convection model. Considering geochemical constraints, the compositional
layering could be generated a combination of melt-induced differentiation and primordial layering. However, while
the observed trends are robust, the models include various approximations and uncertainties, with the core model not
including the effects of heat generated by radioactive element, so further investigations are warranted.
@ 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The strongly heterogeneous signature of the
core-mantle boundary (CMB) region has been in-
vestigated in various seismological, geochemical
and mantle convection modeling studies (e.g. [1^
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7]). It is commonly believed that this strong het-
erogeneity may be due, at least in part, to com-
positional anomalies above the CMB, the lateral
variation of which may be an undulating layer, or
isolated ‘piles’ of dense material [6^8]. A stable
layer above the CMB may also provide an expla-
nation for some geochemical constraints [5,9,10].
The two most common proposed origins of this
anomalous material are: (1) primordial, i.e. the
residue of the initial di¡erentiation between the
mantle and core (e.g. [11]), and (2) recycled, prob-
ably mainly oceanic crust that becomes segregated
from subducted slabs [9,12]. A dense layer above
the CMB would act as a strong bu¡er for the heat
£ux through the CMB, which, according to [13],
may be parameterized in a similar manner to sur-
face heat £ux in a stagnant lid convection system,
because the viscosity in a dense layer should be
much lower than that in the lower mantle above
it.
In previous modeling of the thermal evolution

of the mantle and core, simple, parameterized
mantle convection models [14^16] have been
used to calculate the heat £ux across the CMB,
and coupled to a simple core heat balance that
includes compositional convection and inner
core growth [17^21]. Parameterized convection
modeling is, however, not suitable for a system
that includes laterally-varying (e.g. undulating or
discontinuous) compositional anomalies above
the CMB because it assumes a perfectly £at layer
[22]. In addition to compositional variations,
there are several other complexities in mantle con-
vection, including phase changes and plate tecton-
ics, that may be poorly represented in a parame-
terized model. Even the e¡ect of strong viscosity
variations on CMB heat transport is not known.
Therefore, for understanding the thermal evolu-
tion of the Earth, it is important to use a fully
dynamic mantle convection model combined with
a parameterized core heat balance. The ¢rst exam-
ple of such a fully-dynamical approach [23] simu-
lated mantle convection with core-cooling, how-
ever, their models did not include chemical
variations and did not explicitly discuss the ther-
mal evolution of the Earth’s core including inner
core growth. Another study developed such a
model based on thermo-chemical mantle convec-

tion [24] but the target of that study was to inves-
tigate the thermal and magnetic evolution of the
Moon, not Earth.
Thus, the purposes of this study are: (1) to

construct a coupled mantle^core model by com-
bining a fully dynamical, thermo-chemical mantle
convection model with a simple heat balance in
the core, and use it to calculate thermal evolution
histories for di¡erent assumptions about composi-
tional heterogeneity, (2) to constrain acceptable
scenarios by applying three criteria that a success-
ful model must match (detailed later; based on
the heat £ux through the CMB, surface heat
£ux and the radius of the inner core), and thus
(3) to determine whether mantle compositional
layering is necessary to explain core thermal evo-
lution, and if so, to constrain whether the origin
of compositional anomalies above the CMB is
more likely to be primordial or through di¡eren-
tiation.
Clearly, there are many uncertainties in both

the mantle and core models, including uncertain
parameter choices and various approximations
that make the models not fully ‘realistic’ of the
real Earth. The goal here is not an exhaustive
mapping of parameter space, but rather, an ex-
ploratory investigation, in which the e¡ect of dif-
ferent idealized assumptions about compositional
heterogeneity is tested on a model that is other-
wise unchanged between cases. The trends in be-
havior are expected to be robust, but the exact
numbers may undergo re¢nement in future stud-
ies.

2. Model

2.1. Numerical model of mantle convection

The compressible anelastic and in¢nite Prandtl
number approximations are assumed in a 2-D cy-
lindrical shell with a ratio of inner to outer radii
that is set such that the ratio of CMB surface area
to outer surface area is the same as that in the
real, spherical Earth. This radius rescaling was
found by [25] to give essentially the same heat
£uxes as in a spherical shell. The viscosity is tem-
perature-, depth-, and yield stress-dependent, as
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given below, and composition-independent phase
changes are assumed at depths of 400 km (exo-
thermic; Clapeyron slope +2.8 MPa/K) and 660
km (endothermic; 32.8 MPa/K). Depth-depen-
dent density, thermal expansivity and thermal dif-
fusivity are as in ¢g. 1 and table 1 of [8]. The
internal heating rate Rh decreases with time and
is enhanced by a factor of 10 in the dense materi-
al, i.e. Rh(C,t) =H0(1+9C)exp((ta3t)ln2/d) where d
is an averaged half life of radioactive elements, H0

is the present-day heating rate in the regular man-
tle, ta is the age of the Earth (4.5 Gyr) and t is the
time since the beginning of the calculation. The
averaged present-day internal heating rate in the
mantle is set to be non-dimensional 23.7 (dimen-
sionally 6.2U10312 W/kg). Details of the model,
numerical procedure and mathematical formula-
tion have been given elsewhere [8,11,26^28] ;
thus, only summarized descriptions are given
here. Composition is treated using two types of
tracer particles, as in [29]. Chemical di¡erentia-
tion due to melting is also included in some cases,
which is done by comparing, after each timestep,
the local temperature to a depth-dependent sol-
idus (shown in Fig. 1). When the temperature ex-
ceeds the solidus in a cell, the fraction of melt
necessary to bring the temperature back to the
solidus is generated and instantaneously placed
at the surface to form crust, and the temperature
is set back to the solidus [9] [28]. The physical
parameters assumed in the mantle convection

model are listed in Table 1. The viscosity law is
as follows:

R dðT ; zÞ ¼ R 0½1þ ðvR31ÞHðz30:223Þ�

exp½4:6z�exp 27:631
T þ 13Ts

� �
cY ðzÞ ¼ c b þ c dz

R ðT ; z; _eeÞ ¼ min R dðT ; zÞ;cY ðzÞ
2 _ee

� �
ð1Þ

where Rd(T,z) is the ductile viscosity, vR is the
viscosity jump between upper and lower mantles,
H is the Heaviside step function, cY (z) is the
depth-dependent yield stress, cd is the yield stress
gradient, cb is the yield stress at the surface, e is
the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, Ts is

Fig. 1. Assumed depth-pro¢le of mantle solidus temperature.

Table 1
Mantle model physical mantle parameters

Symbol Meaning Non-D. value Dimensional value

Ra0 Rayleigh number 107 N/A
R0 Reference viscosity 1 1.4U1022

vR Viscosity jump at 660 km 30 N/A
cb Yield stress at surface 1U105 117 MPa
cd Yield stress gradient 4U105 162.4 Pa m31

b0 Reference (surface) density 1 3300 kg m33

g Gravity 1 9.8 m s32

K0 Ref. (surface) thermal expan. 1 5U1035 K31

U0 Ref. (surface) thermal di¡. 1 7U1037 m2 s31

vTsa Temperature scale 1 2500 K
Ts Surface temperature 0.12 300 K
Lm Latent heat 0.2 6.25U105 J kg31

d Half life 0.00642 2.43 Gyr

Ra0 =b0gK0vTsad3/U0R0.
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the surface temperature and z is the vertical coor-
dinate, which varies from 1 at the CMB to 0 at
the surface. In this formulation, the viscosity
changes by six orders of magnitude with temper-
ature, two orders of magnitude with depth
(though the increase along an adiabat is less),
and vR across the 660 km discontinuity.

2.2. Thermal evolution of the core

The mathematical formulation of core thermal
evolution is based on simple analytical models
[17,30], which are composed of the equation of
heat balance, latent heat release and gravitational
energy release caused by the inner core growth:

4
3
Z ðr3CMB3r3ICÞb ccch

dTCMB

dt
¼

34Z r2CMBFCMB þ 4Z r2ICðEG þ LÞdrIC
dt

EG ¼ vb ICgrCMB
3
10

3
1
2

rIC
rCMB

� �2
" #

L ¼ b cTLðrIC ;ClÞvS ð2Þ

where TCMB is the temperature at CMB, rIC is the
radius of the inner core, EG and L are gravita-
tional energy and latent heat release, respectively,
h is a constant for expressing adiabatic e¡ect in
the core and FCMB is the heat £ux through the
CMB. De¢nitions of other variables and values
of physical parameters are shown in Table 2.
The onset of inner core growth is determined by
using the relationship between the solidus of core-
alloy and the adiabatic temperature pro¢le calcu-

lated from the temperature at CMB. The growth
rate of inner core is calculated from the heat bal-
ance equation. In order to express the composi-
tional convection in the core caused by the sepa-
ration between light elements and pure iron
during the inner core growth, the density of
core-alloy is calculated as:

b c ¼
ð13ClÞ
b iron

þ Cl

b li

� �31

ð3Þ

where biron is the density of pure iron, bli is the
density of light elements and Cl is the concentra-
tion of light elements in the core-alloy. The den-
sity of light elements is determined by using ex-
perimental data of density of pure iron (12 700 kg
m33 [31]) and initial density of core-alloy (12 300
kg m33). The concentration of light elements in
the outer core is calculated based on the radius of
the inner core by:

Cl ¼ Clðt ¼ 0Þ r3CMB

r3CMB3r3IC

� �
: ð4Þ

3. Experimental procedure

3.1. Resolution, boundary condition and initial
condition

For the mantle convection model, a numerical
grid of 256 (horizontal)U64 (vertical) cells is
used, with an average of 16 tracers per grid cell
to track the composition. Side boundaries are pe-
riodic. Temperature is isothermal at top and bot-
tom boundaries, with the CMB temperature de-

Table 2
Physical parameters for heat balance in the core

Symbols Meanings Values (units)

rCMB Radius of the core 3486 km
bc Init. density of core 12 300 kg m33

biron Density of pure iron 12 700 kg m33

bli Density of light elements 4950 kg m33

vbIC Density di¡erence 400 kg m33

vS Entropy change 118 J kg31 K31

Cl (t=0) Init. cont. of light elements 0.035
Cc Heat capacity of the core 800 J kg31 K31

TL(r=0, Cl (t=0)) Melting T. at the center 5120 K

The value of entropy change is taken from [39]. All other values are taken from [16].
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termined by using Eq. 2 with an initial value of
4300 K. This temperature is based on the solidus
temperature at CMB (see Fig. 1). The velocity
boundary conditions are impermeable and shear
stress free at both horizontal boundaries. For
chemical composition, a no vertical mass £ux con-
dition is implied at top and bottom boundaries.
The initial condition for the temperature ¢eld is
an adiabat with potential temperature 1925 K
plus error function boundary layers at top and
bottom plus small random perturbations. The ini-
tial condition for composition is either (1) layered,
with a dense layer (C=1) of non-dimensional
thickness 0.1 above the CMB and C=0 above
it, or (2) homogeneous, with C=0.3. In the latter
case, the end members C=0 and C=1 later
evolve through melting.

3.2. Cases

Eight cases are considered: four with a compo-
sitionally-layered start and no subsequent di¡er-
entiation, and four with a homogeneous start plus
melting-induced chemical di¡erentiation. The key
parameter in each thermo-chemical scenario is the
compositional buoyancy ratio:

B ¼ vb c

b 0K 0vTsa
ð5Þ

where vbc is the density di¡erence caused by com-
positional variation, b0 is the reference (surface)
density, K0 is the reference (surface) thermal ex-
pansivity, and vTsa is the superadiabatic temper-
ature scale. Four values of B are used here; 0,
0.12, 0.18 and 0.24, which correspond to density
di¡erences of up to 99 kg/m3, which is 3% of the
surface density (V1.8% of the density at the
CMB). For the upper mantle and top of the lower
mantle, this is low compared to mineral physical
constratints [32], but it may be reasonable in the
deep mantle where it is the most important. The
case with B=0 and a layered start is e¡ectively an
isochemical case, since composition is purely pas-
sive. With di¡erentiation included, the tempera-
ture is a¡ected by latent heat absorption due to
melting, so even with passive composition (i.e.
B=0) the solution diverges from a purely iso-
chemical case. Note that as in [6,8], B is based

on surface parameters, and as thermal expansivity
decreases with depth, stable layering is possible
even with B much less than 1.

3.3. Criteria for a successful evolution

For a case to be judged ‘successful’, in the sense
of being a plausible though non-unique represen-
tation of Earth’s thermal evolution, it must satisfy
three criteria: (1) the present-day surface heat
£ow must be consistent with the observational
value (V38 TW or 76 mW/m2 [33]), (2) the heat
£ux through the CMB must be consistent with the
minimum heat £ux (2 TW for the inner core ra-
dius = 1220 km to 10 TW if no inner core) to
maintain the magnetic ¢eld through geodynamo
action [17,21,34], for at least the last 3 billion
years, and (3) the present-day radius of the inner
core must be consistent with seismological mea-
surements (V1220 km) [35]. Note that the total
heat £ow values (in TW) that are later quoted
for various cases are calculated from model heat
£ux values by assuming a spherical core of the
actual radius, consistent with the ¢nding of [25]
that a rescaled-radius cylindrical model gives
the same heat £ux as an actual-radius spherical
model.

4. Results

4.1. Isochemical and B=0 di¡erentiating cases

Fig. 2 shows the time variation of heat £ux
through the CMB and surface, temperature at
the CMB and inner core radius for cases in which
composition is passive (B=0), which, for the non-
di¡erentiating case, is equivalent to isochemical.
The thermal evolution is similar for both cases
and fails because the radius of the inner core ex-
ceeds the present-day value (V1220 km), growing
to approximately 2200 km. At the present time
the temperature at the CMB in both cases is
around 3300 K, the total heat £ow through the
CMB is around 70 mW/m2 (equivalent to 11 TW),
which is a reasonable value judging by the crite-
ria, and the surface heat £ux is around the
present-day value. However, an isochemical man-
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tle, at least with the parameters assumed here,
appears inconsistent with the constraint for the
radius of the inner core on Earth’s thermal evo-
lution.

4.2. Layered start

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of temperature
at the CMB, heat £uxes through both boundaries
and the radius of the inner core for the three cases
with a layered start (no di¡erentiation) and di¡er-
ent buoyancy ratios. The cooling rate of the CMB
during 4.5 Gyr varies from approximately 120 K/
Gyr to 163 K/Gyr. This range is similar to that
used by theoretical models of core thermal evolu-
tion constructed using the physical properties of
the core [36,37]. The heat £ux through the CMB
is always similar to or higher than the estimated
minimum heat £ux required to maintain the geo-
dynamo, implying that the magnetic ¢eld can be
generated during the whole 4.5 Gyr of Earth his-

tory. The present-day inner core radius varies
from 0 km (B=0.24) to 1500 km (B=0.12), while
the present-day surface heat £ux is only slightly
higher than the observed value. A large spike at
around 100 Myr from the start corresponds to the
initiation of plate-like behavior. From these crite-
ria, two cases (B=0.12 and B=0.18) are judged
to be relatively reasonable evolution models.
Fig. 4 shows snapshots of the temperature and

compositional ¢elds for a ‘successful’ case (B=
0.12; Fig. 4a) and the ‘failed’ case (B=0.24;
Fig. 4b). With the lower buoyancy ratio (Fig.
4a), topography on the layer is so large that it is
swept into hot, isolated piles by subducted slabs.
Slabs are then able to reach exposed regions of
the CMB, increasing the core heat £ux and
growth rate of the inner core. With denser mate-
rial (Fig. 4b), undulations of the compositional
boundary are formed by subducted slabs but the
CMB is covered everywhere, reducing the CMB
heat £ux. Subducted slabs are often bent at the

Fig. 2. Time evolution for passive-composition (B=0) cases (isochemical and di¡erentiating). (a) Temperature at CMB. (b) Radi-
us of the inner core. (c) Heat £ux through the CMB. (d) Heat £ux through the surface. The dotted line in (c) shows the heat
£ux required to maintain the magnetic ¢eld by geodynamo action. The large asterisk symbol in (b) and (d) shows the present-
day inner core radius and heat £ux obtained from observational data, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Time evolution for the layered start cases. (a) Temperature at CMB. (b) Radius of the inner core. (c) Heat £ux through
the CMB. (d) Heat £ux through the surface.

Fig. 4. Structural evolution for layered start cases. (a) B=0.12. (b) B=0.24. The top row in both (a) and (b) shows the tempera-
ture ¢eld and the bottom row shows the compositional ¢eld. Red: high temperature and composition. Blue: low temperature
and composition.
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Fig. 5. Time evolution for di¡erentiating, homogeneous start cases. (a) Temperature at CMB. (b) Radius of the inner core. (c)
Heat £ux through the CMB. (d) Heat £ux through the surface.

Fig. 6. Structural evolution for di¡erentiating, homogeneous start cases. (a) B=0.12. (b) B=0.24. The top row in both (a) and
(b) shows the temperature ¢eld and the bottom row shows the compositional ¢eld. Red: high temperature and composition.
Blue: low temperature and composition.
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660 km discontinuity because of the endothermic
phase change and viscosity jump at that depth.

4.3. Di¡erentiating from a homogeneous start

Fig. 5 shows the time variation of heat £uxes,
CMB temperature and inner core radius for these
cases. The lowest buoyancy ratio (B=0.12) case is
reasonably successful, but the radius of the inner
core, which is around 1800 km, exceeds the con-
straint. With the intermediate buoyancy ratio
(B=0.18) and the highest buoyancy ratio
(B=0.24), there is no inner core at the present
time. The most successful buoyancy ratio seems
to be between B=0.12 and B=0.18 because the
heat £ux through the CMB is dependent on the
buoyancy ratio. Interestingly, the surface conduc-
tive heat £ux is almost constant with time after an
early peak, at around the observed present-day
value, which is probably due to the bu¡ering ef-
fect of melting and melt-related heat transport on
conductive heat £ow. This jump and peak in sur-
face heat £ux at around 100 Myr corresponds to
the onset of plate-like behavior.
Fig. 6 shows snapshots of temperature and

compositional ¢eld for the lowest (Fig. 6a) and
highest (Fig. 6b) buoyancy ratio cases. In both
cases shown in Fig. 6, a dense layer forms above
the CMB due to the accumulation of segregated
crustal material from subducted slabs, as in pre-
vious studies [9,12]. In the lowest buoyancy ratio
case (Fig. 6a), the dense layer forms very high
isolated piles and subducted slabs can completely
sweep the dense material into upwelling regions.
The highest buoyancy ratio (Fig. 6b) results in a
£atter and more stable layer but small height of
isolated piles with small topography form above
the CMB. Subducted slabs are bent at the 660 km
discontinuity as in the layered start cases.

4.4. Comparison between the two idealized
compositional end-members

The major di¡erence between these two compo-
sitional scenarios is the time history of heat £ux
through the CMB, which is strongly related to the
presence or absence of a dense layer above the
CMB. With a layered start and su⁄ciently dense

layer, the heat £ux through the CMB stabilizes,
after an early pulse, to the range of 60 mW/m2

(equivalent to 10 TW), which is su⁄cient to main-
tain the geodynamo. With a homogeneous start,
the CMB heat £ux is very much larger until a
dense layer has built up, which takes V1.5 Gyr.
After a dense layer built up above the CMB re-
gion, the CMB heat £ux stabilizes to the range
from 30 mW/m32 (5 TW) to 60 mW/m32 as in
cases with a layered start, which is also su⁄cient
to maintain the geodynamo. Comparing the sur-
face heat £ux, melt-related heat transport, which
may transport a signi¢cant fraction of the total
heat particularly early in Earth’s evolution, is
not operating in the layered start cases. A success-
ful evolution is found when the density di¡erence
of basaltic material is relatively low (1.5^2%).
Therefore either origin of compositional anoma-
lies in the CMB region is possible from the per-
spective of thermal evolution.

5. Discussion

5.1. Thermo-chemical structure in the convecting
mantle

These results suggest that a compositionally-
dense layer above the CMB is necessary to reduce
the rate of core cooling su⁄ciently to prevent core
freezing, while at the same time allowing su⁄cient
heat £ux to drive the geodynamo. From a com-
parison of the two end-member compositional as-
sumptions, it appears that initial (or very early)
layering with a density of 1.5^2% is necessary to
prevent very high CMB £ux and rapid core cool-
ing early on. This density di¡erence is consistent
with an estimate from a seismic tomography-
based mantle dynamics model [38]. For the ther-
mal evolution of the Earth’s core, both end-mem-
bers are plausible, as judged by the heat £ux
through the CMB and size of the inner core, Con-
sidering geochemical constraints, segregation of
recycled crust (eclogite) rather than initial layer-
ing the segregation of recycled crust (eclogite) at
the CMB may well be necessary to explain the
‘recycled’ trace element isotopic signatures of
MORB and OIB, as indicated, for example, by
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numerical models of thermo-chemical convection
that include melting-induced di¡erentiation of
both major and trace elements [9,12,28]. At the
same time, noble gas isotope ratios indicate the
existence of primitive material, possibly in the
deep mantle. Thus, from geochemical constraints,
compositional anomalies may be generated by a
combination of initial layering and the segrega-
tion of recycled crust [7].

5.2. Heat £ux and temperature in the CMB
region

Several analytical models of core thermal evo-
lution have attempted to constrain the heat £ux
through the CMB required for maintaining the
magnetic ¢eld generated by the geodynamo
[17,19,21,38]. The minimum heat £ux through
the CMB has been estimated to be between
2 TW (1220 km inner core radius) to 10 TW
(no inner core) [34]. In our ‘successful’ cases, the
heat £ux through the CMB is around 4 TW at
present time, which is su⁄cient for the magnetic
¢eld to be maintained by the geodynamo at that
inner core size.
The present-day CMB temperature in our ‘suc-

cessful’ models is around 3600 K, which, although
within the range of historical CMB estimates (e.g.
[40]), is somewhat lower than recent estimates ob-
tained from mineral physics considerations of the
core solidus, for example 3950^4200 K calculated
by [41]. The mantle solidus at the CMB is likely
to be 4300 K maximum [40]. Thus, present-day
CMB temperatures that are much higher would
involve substantial melting of the deep mantle in
the past, and possibly at present. Some recent
seismological studies of the CMB region have sug-
gested the existence of partially-molten patches
that are thin and localized [1] [43,44], which sug-
gests that a higher CMB temperature is indeed
plausible, but places limits on how high it can
be. One recent parameterized core and mantle
model that includes radioactive heat production
in the core [45] obtains a present-day CMB tem-
perature as high as 4500 K, which should cause
pervasive deep mantle melting. In our model,
which does not include radiogenic heat produc-
tion in the core, increasing the initial CMB tem-

perature would certainly lead to a higher present-
day CMB temperature (but would lead to prob-
lems with deep mantle melting earlier on), but the
very rapid cooling of the core obtained in iso-
chemical cases (Fig. 2a) indicates that it would
have to be excessively high to prevent total freez-
ing of the core. A chemical layer above the CMB
would still be necessary to prevent core freezing
for any reasonable initial CMB temperature.

5.3. Radioactive heat sources in the core

In our coupled model, it is assumed that radio-
active heat production in the core is negligible, as
has generally been assumed. Whether radiogenic
elements such as 40K are signi¢cant in the core is
controversial, but recent studies involving analytic
models of core thermal evolution [21,34,38] or
geochemical experiments [46,47] have suggested
that radioactive heat sources (particularly 40K)
may play an important role in explaining heat
£ux through the CMB, with some estimates
[21,46] putting the radiogenically-produced com-
ponent at 20% of the total. However, geochemical
constraints [46] indicate that the presence of sulfur
is required for potassium to be present. If the light
element in the core alloy is not sulfur, the e¡ect of
internal heating by 40K will thus be negligible.
For the purposes of the initial models in this pa-
per, this latter assumption has been made.

5.4. Melting temperature of the core-alloy

To determining the onset of inner core growth,
the melting temperature of pure iron is required.
There are three types of melting temperature pro-
¢le that have been proposed by several groups:
(1) Boehler type [48,49], (2) Anderson and Duba
type [50], and (3) Williams type [51,52]. The dif-
ference among these three pro¢les is the melting
temperature at the center, for which the Boehler
type (5200 K) is the lowest and the Willams type
is the highest (8000 K), with the Anderson^Duba
type being approximately 6500 K at the center. In
our model, the Boehler type is used for the solidus
of the core and for determining the onset of the
inner core growth. When an Anderson^Duba or
Williams type melting temperature is used, there
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is huge inner core at the beginning of the calcu-
lation. Such a scenario, in which an initial inner
core ¢rst shrinks then grows again, may be possi-
ble according to parameterized modeling that in-
cludes radiogenic heat production in the core [42],
if the solidus is higher than the Boehler type. Us-
ing numerical modeling based on thermodynamics
[53], the melting temperature at the ICB (inner
core boundary) has been estimated to be around
6200 K, which is close to the Anderson^Duba
type. The temperature di¡erence between ICB
and the center of the Earth is approximately 100
K. However, numerical modeling of the elastic
properties of the inner core [53] found that the
temperature at ICB may be 5600 K. The sensitiv-
ity of the radius of the inner core as a function of
time to these uncertainties must be checked in
future modeling.

5.5. Shortcomings of the mantle convection
model

When compared to the real Earth, there are
numerous shortcomings and parameter uncertain-
ties in the mantle convection model that could
a¡ect the results. The largest of these may be
rheology, which is much less temperature-depen-
dent than in the real Earth (making the heat £ux
less sensitive to mantle temperature) and does not
include the full material complexity (e.g. history-
dependence) that is relevant to the lithosphere and
plate tectonics. The reference viscosity (based on
the reference adiabat in the shallow mantle) is
higher than realistic by perhaps an order of mag-
nitude [45,54], but in thermal evolution situations
the viscosity and ‘e¡ective’ Rayleigh number self-
adjust to rid the mantle of the generated heat [55].
The temperature-dependence of other material
properties, such as thermal conductivity, may
also be important [56,57].
Various parameters are uncertain, including the

initial mantle adiabat and details of initial layer-
ing. If the initial adiabat were much higher it
would exceed the solidus [28] so massive deep
mantle melting would be expected, which would
be di⁄cult to treat in the model.
The robustness of results to model approxima-

tions and parameter choices must certainly be

tested in the future, but it seems likely that while
quantitative results may change, the trends in be-
havior observed here will be robust.

6. Conclusions

A coupled core-mantle evolution model that
combines an analytic heat balance model for the
core with a fully dynamical thermo-chemical man-
tle convection model has been developed for
studying the thermal evolution of the core. The
conclusions from the initial modeling presented in
this paper are: (1) the presence of a dense, com-
positionally-distinct layer above the CMB is re-
quired to produce acceptable thermal evolution
histories by reducing core cooling and inner core
growth, and the origin of such a dense layer might
be a combination of primordial layering and melt-
induced di¡erentiation, which is the segregation
of eclogitic material from the oceanic crust, (2)
successful thermal evolution is obtained for cases
with a 1.5^2% compositional density variation
and either initial layering or layering generated
from melt-induced di¡erentiation and crustal seg-
regation, which is consistent with a density esti-
mate from mineral physics [32] or a seismic to-
mography-based dynamical model [38], (3) the
heat £ow through the CMB in successful cases
is equivalent to around 5^10 TW through geolog-
ical time, which is su⁄cient for maintaining the
geodynamo.
In future these preliminary ¢ndings must be

veri¢ed by using models that include more realis-
tic physics and test the e¡ect of parameter uncer-
tainties. For the core, this includes radiogenic
heat generation by 40K [20,36] and estimates of
the nominal magnetic ¢eld, while for the mantle,
a more realistic (e.g. more temperature-depen-
dent) rheology, and the robustness of results to
various parameter choices (e.g. initial thickness
of compositional layer, initial adiabat, phase dia-
gram and temperature- or composition-dependent
physical properties (see [56] and [57]), must be
tested. Lateral variations of heat £ow through
the CMB and the formation of an ultra low ve-
locity zone (ULVZ) in the CMB region (which
might be assisted by intense viscous heating with-
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in the dense material [58]) could also be studied in
the future.
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